
Thanks Mitch for all your hard work. 

Without your mentorship I wouldn't be 

officiating at the level I am today. 

I would like to say thank you to Leah another 
female ref in St. James / APHA she really helped 
me alot last year, I would also like to say thank-
you to Mitchel Jeffery for being agreat   teacher 
and mentor.

Mitch, Mike, and Ross: Without all of 

you, I wouldn’t be the official I am today. 

Since day 1, you all have supported me, 

trusted me, and pushed me to succeed. 

Once again, thank you very much. Can’t 

wait to skate together again soon!Thanks to everyone 
who makes this sport 

possible 

These men and ladies 

are like a family. 

Jace, you were a great 

mentor in my first 

game. Thanks!

All of the other officials and 

mentors - without you, 

there’d be no hockey game!!!

MJ…ALWAYS appreciate 
the mentorships 

provided and feedback

AP & SJ for creating a mentorship program to support 
both referees and timekeepers. Our area has some of 

the best officials in the city, it's exciting to see the 
knowledge and experience being passed down to the 
next generation of officials. Mentorship is also a great 

networking opportunity for newer officials who want to 
progress in their timekeeping or refereeing career.

Thanks Mitchell for your dedication. 

Thanks for remembering timekeepers 
as part of this - in too many areas the 

TK's are an afterthought, but APSJ 
has always remembered that the off-

ice officials are officials too.

Over the past couple years all the mentors have 
been great to develop proper techniques.

Thanks to Noah who told 
me to ref...I like it and it is 
great money and exercise

Thanks to the Apsj official 

mentors and organizers!

Mitchell Jeffrey, Mike Fedak etc. for 

helping me in my early days in reffing 

and assisting me to get to AAA.

I want to thank Mitchell for all the 
mentorships he has given me and all the time 

he commits to developing new officials.

Harms and Fedak are 
awesome to officiate with. I 
appreciate our laughs on the 
ice and off ice eating our 
Taco Extravaganza post-game

Thank you to Mike and 
Mitchell for their continued 

support and encouragement. 
Shawn Moder & Keenen Guimond 
are great to work with. They are a 
good example of what a great official 
is and they make the game fun. 

Huge thank you to Danny Wicha  - was great 

on ice and spent time after talking to me in 

refs room.

Thank you Mitchell, amazing 
mentor, and thank you 
Bryce for everything you do

Mike, Jorie, Josh, Bryce, and Ted. This is impossible 
without your leadership. Those from my past: Ken 
Lazaruk, Gord Lins, Randy Dalton. Thank you for 

being with me through this.

This community. 
Refs, TKs, mentors, 

Execs…APSJ…thanks 
for the support.

Thanks…Ross MacKeen. 
Leadership at the HW level 

for refs.

Thanks mentors…I have no clue 
how many mentorships we do a 

season…but its gotta be a lot.


